All newsletters contain events and news of Long Island archaeology, these are a compilation of some more extensive articles that were featured.

Vol. 1-1  SCAA requests a Archaeology course at SUNY
Vol. 1-2  Concerns for preservation, SCAA beginnings
Vol. 1-3  Protecting Archaeology
Vol. 2-1  Port Jefferson Sewers excavation
Vol. 2-2  LI Archaeological Publication
Vol. 2-3  LI Archaeological Publication; New S.U.S.B. Journal; Local Books; Resources
Vol. 3-1  NYSCA grant for SCAA; Architecture and Environmental Arts grant.
Vol. 3-2  Early Long Island Archaeology; Action for protection of Long Island resources
Vol. 3-3  Report on SCAA activities; Vol. I and Vol. II
Vol. 4-1  State wide Archaeology Conference at Stony Brook
Vol. 4-2  Archaeology, preservation, planning, and public policy
Vol. 4-3  HMS Culloden first Long Island National Register underwater archaeology site
Vol. 5-3  SCAA Volume Readings in LI Archaeology & Ethnohistory available
Vol. 6-1  Fire Island Wilderness and Shelter Island preservation
Vol. 8-2  SCAA Volumes, Archaeology News from LI
Vol. 8-3  SCAA Volume Language and Lore of the LI Natives available
Vol. 9-1  Message from SCAA president James E. Truex
Vol. 9-3  Shinnecock Indians, A Culture History, G. Stone; Livingston Ponsd Site, Lloyd Harbor, J. Truex
Vol. 10-1  The Paul Site, Donna
Vol. 10-2  The Smoking Point Site, Staten Island, Annette Silver
Vol. 10-3  Historic Bricks roundtable; Ceramics The Rogers Site, Westhampton, D. Elliston
Vol. 11-2  The Battles of Fort Salonga
Vol. 11-3  Old Post House Inn; Mutton town Preserve, Donna Ottusch-Kianka
Vol. 12-2  Authentic Wigwam erected at Hoyt Farm; Report on test excavations at Quaker Meeting House, Flushing, S. Mayer
Vol. 13-1  Northern State Parkway, Westbury, Johannemann and Schroeder
Vol. 13-2  The Guggenheim Dock site, Evan Davies
Vol. 13-3  Ceramics, “Did They Know What They Were Doing?” Don Thomas Crane
Vol. 14-1  Mashomack Preserve, Lightfoot, Kalin, Moore
Vol. 14-2  LI Kaolin Tobacco Pipes
Vol. 14-3  Institute for LI Archaeology; BOCES Archaeology Field School
Vol. 15-2  Archaeological site contamination, Ralph Solecki
Vol. 15-3  Leonidas Westervelt Arch. Collection, Rock Hall Museum, Lawrence, NY, R. Solecki
Vol. 16-2  A Win for Archaeology Mill Pond development;
Vol. 16-3  17th Century Hicks House Site, Bayside, Queens, R. Solecki
Vol. 17-1  Recent Native American Finds on East End
Vol. 17-2  Budget cuts affect archaeological staff; Huntington House Dig
Vol. 18-3  Experiment archaeology project Southampton Campus, Othmar Dickbauer
Vol. 19-1  McNally-Nichols site, Mt. Sinai Harbor, part 1, G. Stone
Vol. 19-2  McNally-Nichols site, Mt. Sinai Harbor, part 2. G. Stone
Vol. 20-1  Archaeological site contamination, R. Solecki
Vol. 20-2  An Indian Burial Site at Aqueduct, R. Solecki
Vol. 21-2  Long Island Brick study at Fordham U.
Vol. 21-3  Ethics in American Archaeology, Nathalie Woodbury
Vol. 22-1  Shell pits exposed by LIRR cut at Jamesport, R. Solecki
Vol. 22-3  Preservation action for Fort Corchaug
Vol. 23-1  Fort Corchaug development
Vol. 23-2  Fort Corchaug Preservation update
Vol. 24-1 Shinnecock Nation Museum & Cultural Center opening
Vol. 24-2 Endangered Cultural Resources Preserved?
Vol. 24-3 Archaeological research planned for Sylvester Manor, Shelter Manor, S. Mrozowski
Vol. 25-1 The Bath House site, Livingston Property, West Neck, James Truex
Vol. 25-2 Summer Archaeological Field Schools; Resources in Jeopardy?
Vol. 25-3 Fort Corchaug, Sylvester Manor update
Vol. 26-1 Bowmans Brook phase, Minguannan Cultural Complex, S. Kostiwi
Vol. 26-2 Shinnecock Lose Land case
Vol. 26-3 Sylvester Manor Excavation 2000
Vol. 27-1 Cultural Resource Standards Handbook; African-American Archaeology on L.I.
Vol. 27-2 “Invisible” Archaeology on Long Island; Shinnecock present “A Walk with the People”
Vol. 28-1 Blydenburgh barn saved; Archaeological Field Schools
Vol. 28-2 NYS Historic Preservation Office Archaeology Program
Vol. 28-3 Productions of The Sugar Connection; Sylvester Manor Archaeology continues
Vol. 29-1 Oneida Indian Nation.; Jamestown Rediscovery
Vol. 29-2 Great Frontier on LI, Verrazzano, part 1, P. Weigand; Regional ‘Dig’ information
Vol. 29-3 Great Frontier on LI, Verrazzano, part 2, P. Weigand; Sylvester Manor Excavation; Archaeology Work in Suffolk
Vol. 30-1 Great Frontier on LI, Verrazzano, part 3, P. Weigand; Above ground archaeology, Dendrochronology; Native Skeletal find on Shelter Island
Vol. 30-3 Identification of Carver of LI Duck Decoys; Dutch Marine Architect Re-creates Boat
Vol. 31-1 Unearthing the past at King Manor; Hofstra Univ. Archaeology Field School; Dendrochronology in the Northeast
Vol. 31-2 True Makers of LI Duck Decoys
Vol. 31-3 Sylvester Manor Final Field School 2005
Vol. 32-1 Suffolk County Research, Randall House, Grangebel Park, Brookhaven Nat Lab.
Vol. 32-2 New View of the Matinecock: Leeds Ponds Ceramic, part 1, S. Byrne
Vol. 32-3 New View of the Matinecock: Leeds Ponds Ceramic, part 2, S. Byrne; Congressman Bishop supports Cultural History
Vol. 33-1 History & Discovery of Fort Corchaug
Dendro vs Documents, dating colonial eastern Long Island
Vol. 34-1 Stanley Wisniewski; Mt. Sinai Harbor - An overview of an Archaic Crossroads
Vol. 34-2 Views of Extinctions; Mt. Sinai Harbor continued; Crystal Brook Hollow, Tiger Lily Site; Eagles Nest Site
Vol. 34-3 Archaeological Investigations on Long Island
Vol. 35-1 The Brick Archive at Fordham Univ.
Vol. 35-2 400th Anniv. Celebrations of the founding of New Netherlands
Vol. 35-3 New York Paleo-indian project
Vol. 36-1 Lost Archaeological information
Vol. 36-2 Archaeological testing at the Manor of St. George
Vol. 36-3 SCAA The Sugar Connection: Holland, Barbados Shelter Island
Vol. 37-1 Two decades of archaeology at the Halsey House, part 1
Vol. 37-2 Two decades of archaeology at the Halsey House, part 2
Vol. 37-3 In memory of Dr. Phil Weigand
Excavations Jacob & Hannah Hart site in Setauket
Vol. 38-1 Archaeological Investigation of St. George’s Manor, Setauket
Vol. 38-2 Dr. Stone receives Alice P. Kenney Award
Stable Isotopes Analysis of Shelter Island burials
Vol. 38-3 Pre-Clovis in the Americas
Vol. 39-1 Excavations of the Jacob & Hanna Hart Site in Setauket
Vol. 39-2 Burial legacies of Long Island’s African Diaspora
Vol. 39-3 Archaeology at Henry Lloyd Manor, Caumsett State Park
Vol. 40-1  Archaeological sites vs. development
            Sylvester Manor update
            PaleoAmerican Odyssey
Vol. 40-2  Complex Origins of the first Americans
Vol. 40-3  Nuclear Bomb to Neutron Activation for Artifact Analysis
Vol. 41-1  Excavations at the Thompson House site, Setauket
Vol. 41-2  The rise & fall of Long Island Archaeology at Stony Brook
            Conversation “Excavations at the Thompson House site, Setauket
Vol. 41-3  Kennewick Man; Labor & Servivance for the Montauketts, Allison Manfra McGovern, PhD
Vol. 42-1  America Decoy Carvers, Charles Sumner Bunn
            Archaic Period Burial Mount in danger, Jamesport
Vol. 42-2  Setauket Thompson House archaeology conversation continued..
Vol. 43-1  Humans arrived in North America 24,000 years ago
Vol. 43-2  2nd edition of Language & Lore, Native way of Fishing
Vol. 43-3  The Manors of Long Island DVD set available,
            Preservation of Rocky Point Glacial Erratic Site
Vol. 44-1  A History of Long Island Archaeology by Gaynell Stone, Ph.D. Part 1
Vol. 44-2  HLIA continued...Transitional Period - 3500 years ago.
Vol. 44-3  Native Life program at Hoyt discontinued.
            HLIA continued...Woodland Period - 2000 years ago
Vol. 45-1  HLIA continued... Native Communication
Vol. 45-2  Ralph Solecki dies at 103, Steven Czarniecki, Archivist dies
            HLIA continued... The Contact Period, ca 1600 AD.
Vol. 46-1  HLIA continued... Later Historic Period, Dr. Stone retires, Excavation by Dredging.
            Doug DeRenzo - new director SCAA.
Vol. 46-2  Looking back on LI, Local Archaeology. Letter SAA about Pot Diggers, Turkey
            Feather Blanket.
Vol. 46-3  Town of Southampton approves Graves Protection Act; The Soulangnet Site, Dix Hills;
            Antiquities Trafficking Sting; Wells Homestead farm preserved.